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Your Letters To The
Editor

Do Not Fuck With The Koala.

By Ethan
Editor-In-Chief and Big-Time
Hard-Ass
Hey, you! Yeah, that’s right,
I’m talking to you, punk! Who
in the hell do you think you
are, anyway? Don’t you know
who you are dealing with
here? Take a look at the
picture that accompanies this
article. It should be clear from
my stern countenance that I
am not the sort of
motherfucker who enjoys
being fucked with.
And don’t think I don’t
know what you’re up to.
Right now, you’re thinking to
yourself, “This ed-box sucks.
I’m going to go read the lists
instead.” Do you have any
idea what I do to punks that
don’t take me seriously? Let’s
just say they have a bad habit
of ending up beaten unconscious with a crowbar and
deposited in a dumpster. Also,
they tend to have polaroids

taken of them being beaten by
neighborhood kids with a
length of rubber hose while in
said dumpster. I charge the
kids 50 cents a whack. Perhaps
you’d like to see my photo
album?
Oh, by the way, I hope you
had a nice Non-Denominational Winter Gift-Exchange
Holiday. I had no one to spend
my vacation with, having long
since murdered all of my close
relatives and spouse. Instead, I
spent the holiday here in the
office compiling a list of all of
your flaws and shortcomings. I
just wanted to tell you that by
the time I finished that list, I
was about ready to puke. You
honestly make me so sick I can
barely stand to look at you. I
mean, for Christ’s sake, were
you raised in a fucking barn or
something?
Oh, and while I’m on the topic
of what a worthless excuse for
a human being you are, you
ought to know that I’m on to
you. That’s right. I know all
about those things you said
about The Koala while you
thought I wasn’t around. Well,
I’ve had about enough of your
shit, mister. You obviously
think you’re some kind of hot
shit, but why don’t you let me
enlighten you on a little fact of
life: Do not fuck with The
Koala. I’m serious. Now go
read the rest of the fucking
issue, you little punk bitch.
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Hey people at The Koala,
I was recently down here in
San Diego visiting my girl
here at UCSD. I picked up a
copy of your paper and didn't
put it down......you are some
funny muthafuckas. I am
from CSUB, and we don't
have anything like The Koala.
It's definitley an inspiration to
know that there are other
college students out there that
are speaking their minds,
completely uncensored. Keep
up the good work, and get
someone to make a list having
something to do with beer (I
am a fraternity guy, so beer
holds a special place in my
heart).
Yours truly
Hawaiianstyle
______________________________
The following is email correspondence between the Koala Editor
and our A.S. President Doc
Khalegi:
Hey DocWe, The Koala, do hereby challenge the Associated Students to
a Drink-Off, to be held this
quarter at your soonest convenience. We'd like to drink
against the entire organization,
but we'll settle for any group
including you, Rami, Matt
Powell and at least two others
(official teams require 5 scoring
members).
Be there or Fuck Off,
Ethan Duni
Editor-in-Chief
Hey Ethan,
I would love to accept your
challeng, but i'm afraid two of
the people you hoped would
participate don't drink whatsoever, so besides not really
able to participate anyway, it
wouldn't be a fair competition
considering they have no
alcohol tolerance whatsoever.
Perhaps if you had a competition that is more equitable in
terms of eachother's chances
of winning, we could go for it.
Think about it...
Talk to you soon,
----DoC----you mean Rami and Matt don't
drink? damn. well, I guess we'll
settle for any and all A.S. peoples
who want to test their mettle
against us.
Ethan

Would it be possible to pose
an alternative competition?
How am I supposed to go
about announcing to my very
PC fellow council members
that
we need people for a drinking
contest? I'd get impeached!
C'mon, you have to have other
ideas!
-----DoC----Say what? Koala vs. A.S. drinkoff's used to be an annual event!
You guys have fallen off big-time.
Hell, barely a year ago I was
boozin' it up with Tesh at keg
parties! That guy was hard core.
The way I see it, A.S. is largely
composed of upperclassmen and
women, right? So there ought to
be a reasonable amount of members who are of legal drinking age
here in our fine state. You might
ask if they'd be interested in an
unsanctioned, off-campus social
event with another noted student
organization. Come on, you're
the president, right? You're
telling me that you don't have the
political savvy to broach the
question to the appropriate subset
of the organization in an appropriate situation? Way I see it,
your impeachment worries should
be focused more upon the resulting feature article in The Koala
with pictures of us drinking you
under the table. Unless you win.
Ha! Right!
Seriously though, bear in mind
that no one takes The Koala
seriously. If Tesh could weather
appearing on the cover with
hookers and coke, you can survive
a headline of the form "Koala
Mercilessly Crushes Sackless
A.S. Bitches" accompanied by
pictures of you throwing up Bud
Light onto Lana Kreidie. I
promise to tell The Guardian that
we faked all of the photos if it
comes up.
Would sloshball be more amenable to your political standing?
We really can't see our way to
any sort of competition that
doesn't involve alcohol as an
integral component. Except
maybe a smoke-off.
Yours in Christ,
Ethan
That's funny. Well, i'll see
what i can do. but i'm one of
the people on council that
doesn't drink, so you wouldn't
have the chance to go against
me personally. But i'll see who
is up for it.
In Him,
---DoC---
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LISTS
Top Five Things That a Wannabe Gangsta
Carries:
1) A 40 of OE with a pre-fabricated crack
pattern for easy breaking.
2) A switchblade comb.
3) Pesos.
4) Hair net.
5) The most important part is that he carries
it all in his stars-and-moons Hammer pants.
Top Five Ways For a Girl to Get Play In TJ:
1) Twitch.
2) Show up, that's all.
3) Weigh under 500 lbs.
4) Have a vagina/tits (only one required).
5) Twitch more.
Top Five Worst Things to Find In Your
Girlfriend’s Apartment:
1) Naked picture of your brother.
2) Leather suit and 18" strap on.
3) Gimp in the closet.
4) Dr. Spock's child-rearing handbook.
5) Pictures of him before the surgery.
Top Five Inner-City Software Products:
1) Adobe Photoshoplifter.
2) Microsoft Word To Your Mother.
3) Corel Werd Perfikt.
4) Adobe Crackrobat.
5) Real Playa.
Top Five UCSD Pornos Due Out This
Month:
1) Far East III: Doc’s Cock Gets Rocked in
Bangkok.
2) Billy The Naughty Transfer Student’s
Adventures in Argo.
3) CSE: Cock Suckers Extraordinare.
4) Preuss Poontang-Barely Legal!
5) Diversity Council: All Interracial Action!
Top Five Great Things About Being a
Transfer Student:
1) Long drive home to off-campus apartment is a great way to sober up.
2) Classes are graded on a curve and you're
all a bunch of fucking morons.
3) Paying $500 a month to share a closet
with four people just to live near campus.
4) Spitting in people's faces back home
when they tell me UCSD is a party school.
5) Next-to-no social contact helps me
maintain a 3.9 GPA in Communications. [Ed
Note- Since when is that so difficult? I
know alcoholic vagrants that have 4.0’s in
Comm.]
Top Five Ways to Fuck With Security
Guards at UTC:
1) Steal something right in front of them
and run, they are not allowed to chase you.
2) Prank call them every thirty seconds
from their toll-free phones located inside
the mall.
3) At night, sabotage a guard in the parking
lot, steal all his equipment and shove the
flashlight up his ass.
4) Steal their golf cart. Set the lever to
neutral and 2 people can easily move the
cart. No key needed.
5) Get a radio similar to the ones they use,
switch it on and put on some Eazymuthafuckin-E for the whole mall to hear.
Top Five Acronyms for SDSU:
1) Syphillis Doesn't Stop Underclassmen.
2) Smoking Dank Suits U.
3) Sorority Dykes Sucking Undergrads.
4) Seriously Denying Sexual Urges.
5) Shitty Diplomas and Smelly Underwear.

The UCSD Riot Grrrl Fan Club
Top Five New Acronyms for UCSD:
1) UnderClassmen Smoking Dank.
2) Ugly Cum-drinking Sorority Dykes.
3) Unfriendly Chancellor Supressing
Drunkenness.
4) Under Constant Sexual Deprivation.
5) Ugly Chicks Seeking Dick.
Top Five Reasons to Start Smoking Tweek:
1) Need to lose fifty pounds before your
sorority formal.
2) Need to study for your CSE _____ class.
3) You haven't cleaned your room all
quarter.
4) You know a better way to recycle used
light bulbs?
5) What??? You don't smoke meth?? Pussy.
Top Five Chancellor Dynes New Years'
Resolutions:
1) Lay off the meth.
2) Find the wiseass who made all those
“Chancellor Dynes Has A Posse” posters.
3) Resign, devote more time to pimpin'
bitches.
4) Fuck the ever-loving shit out of A.S.
President Doc.
5) Find stick in ass, remove, reinsert, remove, reinsert, remove...
Top Five Reasons Why OR Sucks Compared to CA:
1) In CA, I had 94 % fewer crazed inmate
escapees hiding in my bathtub.
2) OR is right next to ID. They could come
here at any time. I'm very afraid.
3) OR has things like pickup football
games, barbecues, and cozy nights beside
the fireplace. CA has things like electricity.
4) 'Hey, would you like to see a big fat
cock?' isn't a pickup line up here. It's more
of a way to get sprayed with mase. But
nobody tells me, huh? I have to find out the
hard way!
5) Did I mention the part about whipping
out my dong and getting mased?
Top Five Christmas Gifts You Really
Didn’t Need:
1) Chlamydia.
2) The Word of Christ.
3) Year Membership in the Gay-Porn-of-theMonth Club.
4) A keg of O’Douls.
5) Your drunk step-mom’s anal virginity.
Top Five New Year’s Resolutions for A.S.
President Doc Khallegi:
1) Break up with Matt Powell (for real this
time).
2) Lose virginity before breaking up with
Matt Powell.
3) Break Tesh’s record for puking undigested liquor and oven cleaner on the most
A.S. officers.
4) Stop letting Chancellor Dynes refer to me
as “Cock-boy.”
5) Continue to kiss The Koala’s collective
ass. With tongue.
Top Seven Chancellor Dynes Anagrams:
1) Dance lynch loser
2) Randy, sole clench
3) Hell! censor candy
4) Oy! clench slander
5) Deny chancellors
6) Holy nerds cancel
7) A hells cry conned
Top Five DJ Names:
1) DJ Jack Daniels
2) DJ
3) DJ
4) DJ ANL-FeLCHR
5) DJ HIV+
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Top Ten Beer Pornos Due Out This
Month:
1) Bud Wiser: King of Queers.
2) Foster’s: Austrailian for Buttsex.
3) Busch.
4) Tres Equis.
5) The Lucky Logger.
6) MGD: My Gigantic Dick.
7) MGD Lite: My Gigantic Dick, on Fire.
8) Marilyn Chamber’s Sex Competition:
Pabst’s Blue Ribbon.
9) Masterbrewing II: the Fermentation
Process.
10) Heiny Ken’s “Brew It All Night.”
Top Five Malt Liquor Pornos Due Out
This Month:
1) Mickey’s Fine Balls Licker.
2) St. Ides Rides the Booty Slides - Featuring the Naughty Nuns.
3) Schiltz Schluts Go Nuts.
4) Peter North IS: King Cobra.
5) Colt .69.
Top Five Jesse Jackson Love-Child Names:
1) Jermaine
2) Tito
3) Michael
4) Janet
5) LaToya
Top Five Worst Things Said in the Revelle
Commuter Lounge This Week:
1) “http://www.goatse.cx” [Ed. Note- Do
NOT visit this site!]
2) “Dude, if that happened to me I would
totally try to score with my Mom.”
3) “I take my masturbation seriously.”
4) “How many of you guys want to come at
9 o'clock?”
5) “It's not cock munching, it's advanced
cock gobbling studies.”
Top Three Lines to Pick up Women:
1) “Hi. I write for the Muir Quarterly.”
2) “Hi. I'm in the DJ club.”
3) “Hi. I have no penis and bathe infrequently.”

✵M✄✯❙◗✄✽LI✄✵❊❍MI✣
Top Five Reasons I’d Rather Lick The
Carpet Than Suck The Dick:
1) 2 boobs > 1 dick.
2) Cleaner hairballs.
3) Most dicks taste like my pussy anyway.
4) Rushing to the sink afterwards just spoils
everything.
5) You never have to tell a girl that her clit
is the biggest one you’ve ever seen.
Top Five Children’s Pornos Due Out This
Month:
1) Snow White and Her Seven Dildo’s
2) Sesame Street-Walkers (Brought to you
by the letters XXX and the number 69)
3) Sleeping Booty
4) Lady is a Tramp
5) Mighty Mouth: You Can Come to Save
Her Day
Top Five Filler List Entries:
1) UCSDeeeeeez Nutz!
2) Mickey’sTM Fine Malt Liquor.
3) George W. Bush’s last name is a euphemism for female pubic hair!
4) Chancellor Dynes.
5) Your drunk step-mom’s anal virginity.

Think you’re funnier than us?
Then submit some lists ONLINE.

Click your ass over to
www.thekoala.org
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Stupid Pic
of the
Month
This issue’s Stupid Pic of the Month
comes to us from “PLM,” who
thought the student body should
know that it’s not a bright idea to
walk though poison oak naked.

Thanks to everyone who sent in
submissions, and keep ‘em coming!

AND NOW READ THIS:
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Janitor Robert’s Advice Column
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-Paid Advertisement-

You’ve Got Problems, He’s Got Answers.
Dear Janitor RobertThe bathroom in the basement of
AP&M is always plugged. Can
you do something about this?
Dear Big ShitterYes, I can do something about
that. If you take a giant dump,
flush the toilet before wiping
your ass. Then flush the paper
down separately. This way the
toilet will no longer get
plugged, and you can shit in
peace.

Dear Janitor RobertI’m involved in a long distance
relationship, and every time I go
to visit my girlfriend, all I want
to do is hold hands and take walks
on the beach. Does this make me
gay?
Dear Switch HitterThe answer to your question
lies in the reason that you
want to hold hands and take
walks on the beach. Do you
use her as an excuse to go to
the beach? Do you like to stare
at all of the half-naked bronze
Adonises on the beach? Do
you hold her hand just to be
close to someone and then,
when she’s not looking, stare
at some muscular sunbather’s
crotch? If you answered yes to
any of the above questions
then you are gay.

Deat Janitor RobertDo you have to use vulgar words
to write for The Koala? P.S. (You
look cute in your pic!)
Dear InnocentNo, you do not have to use
vulgar words such as “dick,”
“pussy,” “pussy lips,” “shit,”
or “fuck” in orer to write for
The Koala. You just have to be
funny. Thus, if you think I’m
cute, we should hook up.
Dear Janitor RobertAre they going to keep calling
you Janitor Robert even though
you no longer work for UCSD
Housekeeping?
Dear Uncle FaustoYes, they shall continue to call
me “Janitor Robert” until a
better name comes along,
such as Superman or Jesus #2.

Oooh, Scary!!

With Your Pal Jorge
Walking around campus today,
I noticed something strange.
No, it’s not that person in my
Humanities class who could be
either a boy or a girl. It’s the
renewed spirit of celebrating
our diversity. That’s right, I’m
talking about all the papers
posted around campus with
information on the Zionist
movement, the Anti-Zionist
movement, and of course, CALPIRG, the Pepto-Bismol for all
of your irregular movements. I
read a paper this morning
written by the Anti-Zionists
that made two interesting
points. The first point was that
the Zionists, after they take
over the world, are going to
make the rest of humanity into

their slaves and dogs. I would
like to take this opportunity to
personally express my preference. Given a choice, I would
like to be a dog. Dogs can lick
their nuts. The second point
that I felt worth noting was a
printed threat at the bottom of
the paper, warning the Zionists
that for every piece of paper
they post, the Anti-Zionists
will post ten. Now, I’ve heard
some threats in my day, and
this one has to take the cake.
What next? Posters? Eleven
Zionist papers for every ten
Anti-Zioinist papers? Will it
really take the economic
destruction of a world superpower to bring sense to this
madness? I have an idea. Why
punish the trees for this fight?
Just because they are not AntiZionist, doesn’t mean they are
Zionist and deserve to be cut
down like so many little Jewish
children. Why don’t we give
the Zionists a shitty little piece
of desert in the middle of
nowhere for their modern,
vibrant society and give the
Anti-Zionists lessons on how
to put bombs on buses. That
way, everyone is happy.

You can smoke it!
Cigorette can help

You now have the power to break into your addiction. For many people, the desire to start is still not
strong enough to enter the addictive clutches of
nicotine. This is where Cigorette can help. Many
people this year will say they are starting. The next
step is to break into the addiction. Unlike the patch,
which cannot satisfy the oral fixation, Cigorette is
designed to be inhaled--as simple and as natural as
that. Whenever a craving for nicotine gum comes on,
smoke a Cigorette. You will be breathing your way
to a new life. Cigorette has been scientifically designed to provide you with the correct dosage of
nicotine to help you begin the cycle of addiction.
Win back your life. You can smoke it! Cigorette can
help.

Now in new TAR flavor!

A Photographic History of
Before:

UCSD FUCKIN’
RULES!!

Upper left: Two students enjoy a finals-week study break. Upper right:
The entire A.S. expenditure for the ‘78 SunGod festival. Middle right:
Former UCSD Professor T speaks to students on the importance of responsible use of alcohol and why planes are scary. Lower left: Two UCSD
students celebrate Valentine’s day amidst the atmosphere of love, acceptance and projectile vomiting that characterized pre-prohibition UCSD.
Lower left: A prospective freshman is informed as to the numerous academic and social advantages UCSD has to offer by his Admit-Day hosts.

The UCSD Alcohol Policy
After:

UCSD SUCKS
GOAT NADS!!

Upper left: Two students commiserate about the “good ol’ days” as
seen on the previous page. Both students later committed ritualistic
suicide during a fit of “DT’s.” Upper right: The National Guard clashes
with angry sober students at the infamous Sun God ‘89 riots. 17 students were mauled to death by attack dogs in the ensuing melee, and
another 382 were admitted to Thornton Hospital with broken bones
and ruptured organs. Middle left: Chancellor Atkinson as a child
enjoying his favorite childhood game: “Chancellors and Party-Goers.”
Word has it that young Dick would often stay up past his bed-time
pretending to have students who’d been caught drinking lick his
jackboots as part of their mandatory community service. Middle
center: Two Warren freshmen filling out transfer applications to SDSU
after realizing that they will never lose their virginity without the
orgiastic effects of binge drinking. Middle right: Professor Jones demonstrates to her students the “mammoth nuts” her husband’s “packin’
in his shorts.” Bottom left: CSO’s breaking up a party mere hours after
the alcohol policy went into effect. The combination of the students’
ignorance of the new alcohol policy and the CSO’s use of armored
tanks led to a swift dispersal of all the party-goers, save three heavily
intoxicated students who were horribly crushed to death under the
merciless steel treads.
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Forgotten Pleasures
CENSORED

!
With Hooty McBooty
When it comes to sex, I
have noticed that there
are two kinds of women
out there. Those that
know what they are
doing, and those that
don’t have a fucking
clue. As a professional
love kitten, I have decided to share my intimate secrets with the
female readers of The
Koala. Hopefully, by
doing so, the male
readers will experience a
level of pleasure that has
been absent from their
duration at UCSD. For
my first installment of
Forgotten Pleasures, I
would like to touch on
possibly the most important lesson for any young
woman to learn. How to
give a blowjob.
It is quite surprising
how many women (or
men... whatever floats
your boat) fail to realize
that there is a technique
to this shit. I myself take
greate pride in the way
that I suck dick. I think
that it’s fun to make that
ugly mother fucker
splooge. Unfortunately
for men, few women
take such pride. Is it
insecurity? If so, let me,
Hooty McBooty, help.
Let’s start from the very
beginning.
The first thing that you
need to do is get little
willy to poke his little
head. You have to make
sure that an erection is in
effect because you don’t
want a jelly roll in your

mouth when you are
looking for a bear claw.
Go slow. Start with
little kisses up around
his neck. Tongue is
optional. If clothes are
on, slowly work away
any buttons or zippers
while kissing the area in
which they are. Unbutton, kiss. Unzip, kiss.
What I like about this
technique is the level of
teasing. Trust me ladies,
it drives them MAD. All
the men want it ASAP.
But if you take your own
sweet time, it increases
their excitement for what
is to come... no pun
intended.
Clothes should now be
off. Keep up the little
kisses. Move down his
stomach slowly. I recommend focusing on his
“happy trail” area. This
is not just because I find
it to be the sexiest part of
a man’s body, but also
because it keeps up the
tease. It will drive your
man crazy for your
mouth to be so near his
penis and not wrapped
around it. At this point,
make sure you do not
allow him to make any
sort of gyrations or
movements that insinuate the action that you
have already decided is
yet to come. I don’t think
any guy should be
allowed to ask for a blow
job, hint for a hand job,
or blatantly force your
head towards his groin.
If the man you are with
tries any of these acts,
you are allowed to stop
and remind him that
what he is about to
receive a gift. Remind
him of all the women on
campus who chose not to
give blowjobs, i.e. Biology majors, Economics
majors -- basically
anyone whose major is
not Communications.
So now it is that time.
First and foremost is the
grip. Remember that the
difference between pink
and purple is the grip.
Grab at the base of the
penis with enough
strength to keep it stable,
but don’t cut off all the
blood flow. Point his
cock towards your
mouth. Make sure that
when you first put his
throbbing manhood into
your mouth you remember that he is really
sensititve at this point
and that TEETH CAN
HURT HIM. Keep your

lips surrounding your
teeth. Scrapage is a major
no-no.
Next, don’t neglect the
tip. Slowly encase the
end of his penis in your
mouth and fondle it with
your tongue. On the
underside of the penis,
there is a large vein. It is
nice to move your
tongue back and forth
real fast around that
vein. They love that.
Tongue rings should be
in place for any professional. Now you are
ready for the deep throat
action.
Keeping your lips
tight around your teeth,
go down fast. On the
way back up, suck with
your cheeks. Remember
you are sucking dick and
with that comes sucking
action. Go down as far as
you can, but don’t push
it. All of us have gagged
on genitalia at one point
in our lives, so don’t be
too embarassed. You will
be embarrassed if you
vomit all over his
roommate’s flannel
sheets. You should start
off pretty slow: around
one pump every couple
of seconds. Take breaks
when necessary and
fondle the tip again. Start
to move faster, about one
pump every couple of
seconds. Make those
pumps count! Start to
move faster. About one
pump per second. I
know that seems like a
lot, but practice makes
perfect. Don’t forget to
continue sucking.
A lot of guys take this
opportunity to place
their hands on the back
of your head. You might
like this gesture. You

might feel that this is his
way of reminding you
that he appreciates the
act of fellatio you are
bestowing upon him. But
let’s not fool ourselves,
girls. He is just trying to
force his schlong deeper
down your throat.
Without stopping your
sucking action, kindly
slap his hand off of your
head. Don’t let him fold
his hands behind his
head like he is sunbathing either. That is just
wrong.
Now back to some
basics. Listen to your
partner. Find out where
he makes the most noises
and try to acommodate
him. Everyone likes
something a little different. Try gently touching
his balls and inner thigh.
If he asks you to stick
your finger in his ass,
why not? You are in the
act of pleasing him. You
can always remind him
of those little touches
later when it is your
turn. Always test yourself to see how far down
you can go. Usually the
more you fit, the better.
Go faster and faster.
You should be approaching the pivotal
moment. It is up to you
whether or not you want
your partner to warn
you about the approach
of the infamous salty
malt or not.
If you choose not to
consume his warm,
creamy jizz, then after
his warning give the old
feller a hand job to help
him along. Let him aim
for your tits or something cool like that.
But seriously, we all
know that swallowing is

a teensy bit better. Sure,
you can let him come in
your mouth and then
spit, but why? It is
already in your mouth.
You are still going to
have sperm in your
teeth. Might as well get
your daily dose of
protein so just grin and
bear it. It really isn’t
THAT bad. Plus, no
messy cleanup.
And there you have it.
The perfect blowjob.
Cuddle up next to him
while he catches his
breath. But not for too
long. We do remember
the rules, right girls? I
know that sucking cock
can seem intimidating,
but it’s really not so bad.
We have all heard the
quote: “A bad blowjob is
better than no blowjob.”
After reading my article,
hopefully “bad blowjob”
will no longer be in our
vocabulary.
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Driving with Dustin Part Seis:
Vamos a Mexico! Viva la Raza!

By The Humble
Lord Skidmark
Hot damn, it is the
winter quarter of my
fourth year here already.
How in the fuck did that
happen? Good thing I
have barely managed to
almost cram damn near a
whole two years of
coursework into these
past four. So that means I
will be around UCSD for
a little while longer,
which is good because
then I will have more
Spring Breaks to look
forward to. Yes, ladies
and pimps, Spring Break
is almost upon us. So
pull up a bar stool, grab
a 40 of Mickey’sTM Fine
Malt Liquor and a bowl
of some good munchies,
fire up that fat spliff, and
put on your sombrero
because the Koala is
taking you to Mexico.
The first thing you
want to think about is
your destination. Do you
want to just cross the
border for some Chiclets
and statues of David
wearing a sombrero? Or
do you want to get to

more exotic destinations
like Puerta Vallarta or
the Tijuana Donkey
Show? The Koala
destination of choice last
year was Puerto Nuevo,
a.k.a. lobster town.
Where else can you get
10 lobsters for 40 bucks?
We will probably end up
there again this year, or
in nearby Rosarito for
some wholesome anal
felching of hot SDSU
coeds. Make sure that
wherever you go, there is
plenty of booze and
loose women. Like my
homie Ivan once said,
"Dustin, I’m so sorry that
I felt up your entire
family, including your
aunt, and especially your
uncle Roy. I was just SO
fucking hammered from
playing quarters with
your underage sister and
her high school friends. I
swear I didn’t mean to
give your aunt the stink
finger. And by the way,
your uncle is hung like a
horse." No, seriously, the
last time we were in
Puerto Nuevo, Ivan
came along and
commented on how
great the little lobster
town is. However, this
was after he had drank a
1.75 of Cuervo and
shoved the empty bottle
up the ass of an angry
Federale.
Ok, so now you have
your destination picked
out. The next thing to
think about is how to get
there. Most of us here at
the K can drive (under
the influence). There is

Don't Foot My
Rap Dog
Cheeseburger
By Gary
There are many things I don't
understand such as the stock
market, French people, and how
Bob Saget got famous. The
questions raised by such phenomena are not easily answered
and that's why I won't be
answering them.
You don't always feel as
happy as you look. Especially
when you've had a lot of plastic
surgery and your face is stuck
in a permanent smile. Also,
when you're a clown. I've had a
crush on Estelle Getty from the

no feeling in the world
like trying to fit three of
us into the front seat of
my truck. Driving gives
you the option of having
your own ride while you
are at your destination. It
also gives you the option
of bringing some (read:
many) hotties into the
back seat and having an
orgy of biblical proportions. There is nothing
better than having a girl
named Apeleta "Full
Metal Jacket" Dynes in
the bed of your truck
screaming out, "Jesus de
Cristo! I’ve never had so
many holes filled! Pass
me the 5-liter jug of Viva
la Villa. Also, I need to
call my dad when we’re
done so I can tell him
that I lost my virginity to
a stud like you while I
am heavily intoxicated
and feeling the effects
several roofies. Just let
those fucking Federales
try to stop my wanton
slutty behavior." Or,
some of us have also
taken the bus down,
which was quite an
adventure in itself. Let’s
just say jiz will stain the
back of bus seats just as
easily as it does the
clothes of that poor
beggar woman with the
four kids on the corner
of Ave Revolucion.
Ouch.
Once you have your
port of destination
picked out and your
mode of transportation
fired up, call all your
buddies up and head on
down the road. Take

first day I saw Golden Girls.
College students are always so
preoccupied with cooking
shows on TV I'm amazed they
have time to study.
Bill Clinton continues to be in
hot water. It seems recently that
no matter what he does, people
are attacking his credibility.
Now why could this be? Well,
it's obvious to anyone with half
a brain that it's because he has
an enormous butthole. It's hard
work being me. I'm smart, I'm
sensitive, and I'm really, really
cool. From the cool way I
walk to the super cool way I can
make it look like I really do
have your nose, I am always
cool. I am interested in applying
for a position with your company. I am currently attending
UCSD, and will be graduating
with a B.S. in biochemistry in

only enough booze to get
you to the border (alas,
we couldn't fit a full size
keg into the trunk of
Ethan's car [Ed NoteBullshit!]) because once
you are in the land of the
dog taco, booze will be
cheap. While you are
driving around, please
drive extra defensively.
Those poor Mexicans
actually have to live in
the shit-hole we call
Mexico, which tends to
make them drink
heavily. Use this to your
advantage. Get more
liquored up yourself and
you will be weaving in
and out of the "lanes"
just as easily as they do.
The only way you could
drive more realistically is
if you bring along your
entire extended family.
So now you are at
you destination and
hornier than a Baptist
Preacher on Easter. Now
what? See those girls
over there, the ones with
the Catholic School
uniforms? Good. Any
girl that goes to a
Catholic School does so
because she wants to
have sex frequently. As a
matter of fact, most
Catholic School Girls
grow up to be just like
their mothers: hookers in
TJ. Stagger up to a group
of those fine little things,
whip out your fine little
thing (in the Koala's case:
"fucking humongous
thing"), and be ready for
the delight only the
tongue of an experienced
Seniorita-de-Suck can

June. With the help of my
trusty R2 unit I began researching the case and the evidence is
undeniable. Bad relationships
are more common than ceramic
surfing monkeys in Tijuana.
I remember one day when
he got off the plane, bent over,
and pulled a giraffe out of his
ass. There are two big problems
with being a land only pirate.
Nobody enjoys it, except for the
perverts who hang out at the
malls and fondle women in
crowds. We were all drunk and
decided to go cow tipping.
Unfortunately, there weren't
any cows around, so we just
used baseball bats to club each
other in the head until we
passed out in a pool of our own
blood. I woke up in the
goddamn V.A. Hospital with
one end of the dental floss tied

give. Be sure to quickly
move back to your
place/car or else those
damn Federales will
soon arrive. And you
know that the only
reason they hassle you in
the first place is because
they are jealous of you
and your toddler-armsized manhood. So be
sure to break a bottle of
diarrhea-inducing tap
water over the top of the
head of any Federale
who messes with you.
It’s the only way they’ll
ever come to grips with
your superior manhood
and purchasing power.
All done? Had your
fill of the Land South of
the Border? Come on
back home and tell all
your lame friends who
flaked on you how
fucking great it felt to
have some young
beaver(s) working on
your lumber. But don't
try to bring any of the
Catholic School Girls
back across the border
with you. You WILL be
caught, every time
(believe me). Just like
those pesky Federales,
the INS agents are
jealous of you. But share
with your fellow Americans and give up the
sweet poontang to the
nice Border Patrol Agent.
Besides, while he is
getting his pole
slobbered on, you can
quietly roll past with
your 5 liters of Viva La
Villa and your 10 O's of
high quality Acapulco
Gold.

to my dick, which was still
sore
from those three years of
training, and the other tied to
the belt buckle, which had
been jammed up my ass. In
fact, from my extensive
research, if you will, I have
found that there is nothing
that turns a woman on like a
man who can make handfarts. A man that can play
Smells Like Teen Spirit with
hand-farts is even more
impressive. I like to think of
myself as the white Jackie
Chan that can't do karate. I
am Zorlon, I will kick the shit
bomb out of anyone who tries
to bogart my
doobie. They will be in some
phat fuck shit bomb ass
trouble!!!!!
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I just puked
in a urinal!

As reviewed by:

An Important Businessman
and
Some Fucked-Up Guy On A Toilet
Sex, Drugs, & Rock-and-Roll
UCSD Campus, January 13, 2001
This party was rather unique in structure, traversing three apartments
and hundreds of innocent lives. Each apartment was aptly themed for
sex, drugs, and rock-and-roll with drinks, decorations, and an
accompanying score. Sex wasn’t too sexy, drugs high grade for mex,
and rock-and-roll will NEVER die--well, until the Res Dean and her posse
of UCSD’s finest showed up. We could describe more, but
unfortunately those events are under a gag-order pending litigation.
Plenty of alcohol, good music, and topless dancers... could Warren get
any better? No.

A Cosmopolitan Affair
Via Mallorca, January 27, 2001
It was peeemp. While invitations limited each person to one guest, the
turn out was excellent. Party-goers arrived in their finest (save a
certain Koala member) and were greated by their four sharply dressed
hosts. Ethan, however, was the best dressed person there, sans the
belt... faux pas. There were whores-devorz and champagne (Fancy!).
An oasis of refreshment welcomed the thirty after crossing the dry
sand that was the masses with the bar a veritable cornucopia to one’s
mixed drink orgy. Good atmosphere, good times. The skull was creepy
though.

Somebody’s B-Day Party at That House With the Halfpipe
Clairemont, February 10, 2001
Two dollar cups. A pool table. Lots of chill people having a good time.
And for some added entertainment, there was a guy running around
screaming “I don’t give a fuck” at the top of his lungs and jumping off
the porch roof repeatedly. Plus, when the beer ran out, they actually
managed to get another keg before everyone left and before they got
rolled. Let’s put it simple: great fuckin’ party.

Fictional Party
Chancellor’s Manor House, January 31, 2001
The guests, wearing their finest cloaks, gowns, and masques, arrived in
carriages drawn by plume-adorned horses. Party features included
intriguingly sensual lighting and an ominously pantheistic masque
theme. The doorman requested the password (which our hero learned
by calling the 800 number on the back of the flyer) and kindly escorted
us inside. After avoiding death by the grateful self-sacrafice of the
heroin-addict he had saved earlier, our hero narrowly escaped. Where
was the Oscar I ask you, fair reader? Where? The party (and the
review) had to be edited before a major studio would agree to release
it.

Official Koala Ratings Scale
How to get your party reviewed in The Koala:
1. Organize a party.
2. Email editor@thekoala.org with an invitation.
Also, it helps if you actually throw the party at the
scheduled time and location. Due to finite manpower, it
is possible that not all invitations will be met,
particularly during popular weekends.

Richard Simmons.
Richard Nixon.
Mojo Nixon.
Mr. Mojo Risin’
Gene Simmons.

These guys say:
HOT DAMN!
Writing or drawing for
The Koala is the best thing
that’s ever happened to me! I
lost 45 pounds in just three
short weeks. And the weight
STAYED OFF! Would I
lie to you?

What: Koala Meetings
When: Fridays, 4:30 PM.
Who: You and The Koala Staff.
Why: Cause we said so.
Where: The Koala Office, in the Old Student Center, above Soft Reserves.
How: Walk over here after class, shithead!
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AMERICA’S LOST YOUTH
By Sodomy Master Q
Over the years, I have noticed an evolution of two things: America's ratio of flamers to non and the downright sexual liberation of little white american kids. It's as if
the entire family structure and moral code
of America has fallen apart into a nationwide under-age orgy. Girls no older than
twelve walk the street corners of La Jolla
wearing scandalously slutty skirts, being
propositioned by men asking, "Who wants
a ride on Daddy's Choo-Choo train?". This
horribly delicious scenario occurs daily and
without reprimand! Little boys and girls
getting their quickies on during recess or
into the bathroom for some bicurious
anonymous sex. Who are we to blame for
this horrific and exotically tempting travesty? Parents? No. Parents these days work
harder than ever to keep their children in
front of the television. Music? No. The
wholesome gangsta rap of the 90's provides
a warm loving message to children that says "Yo Fuck tha
Police" and "Where my bitches
at?" Television? No. American television provides
wholesome familyoriented content in
such shows as

"Temptation Island", "Sex Island", and
"Fuck-Me-All-Night-On-This-Island-YouMan-Whore Island."
So who is responsible for the moral
degredation of American Youths? Provost
Bond answered this sociological phenomenon by stating "Those Fucking Japs Keep
Stealing my Glasses!" Indeed, we looked
into this claim, and have come up with
some substantial evidence supporting the
senile provost's boast. The Japanese have
been bombarding America's children with
the one thing that has transformed American kids into rabid sexual machines:
POKEMON. After observing one episode of
POKEMON, the following was taken note:
3 Phallic symbols- one which kept saying
"Pika", 45 Gratuitous shots of ass, 12 Homoerotic gestures including hugging, 15
allusions to beastiality, and 7 sexually
explicit scenes of pokemon
engaging in intercourse. To
add to the moral smut,
these POKEMON strut
around naked and
partake in twisted
S&M activities with

More Personals.
That’s Gangsta.
A little note to the avid cyclist in
Psych 105: It’s called a bike lock,
jackass. Get one. Park your shit in
the lecture hall again and it just
might come up missing. Same goes
for you longboard fuckers.
Gracie-You stupid sorority whore.
Drink a forty and smoke a fatty
joint and then maybe I’ll be able to
stand your skanky ass. By the way,
you can’t dance.
To the “esteemed” Koala: do you
really think you impress anyone
with your vulgar language and
enjoyment of psychotropic drugs?
It is people like yourselves who
have sucked American society into
the black hole it is in. We need to
bond. We need to show compassion. And your moms need to quit
worrying about the money and
suck me off.
Hey! To that fine ass specimin of a
woman that sits in front of me in
physics class. I love it you bend
over to get something outta your
backpack and your ass cheeks
spread out. ohhhh i'm gettin a hard
on just thinking about it. I hang out
outside your room in suite 100 of
Discovery just so i can see your

glistening wet body after you come
out of the shower. I wanna grab
your hard body, tie you to my bed
and ravish your body like there's
no tomorrow. I'll give you oral for
it... Please? pretty please? I'll even
give you oral in the ass. Think
about it.
Guy from Muir

their "masters."
I'm taking a firm stand against Pokemon
and hopefully this filth will be taken off the
air. Perhaps then our chubby little children
will go back to their wholesome non-sexual
video games, and leave the homoerotic
behavior to the adults.

You’re Smart Enough
To Go To UCSD...

From the guy at Muir: A correction
for my personal... that was Suite
150 at Discovery, not Suite 100. btw,
nice live nudes sign.
Hey Dabercubb. your an asshole,
and you beat me at skeetball. You
suck ass.
~ Goofy
To that Persian guy in my Chem 6C
class last year...you were a lot cuter
last year. What happened? You
always walk around wearing your
bad ass fake diamond earrings and
your tight shirt, but you ain't all
that man!!! And another thing why are all you Persian people so
clickish? Are you guys spies or just
a mafia trying to take over our
campus? Get a life and expand
your territory.
Beautiful Italian in Muir apartments

And You Elected This Guy??
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PERSONALS

We did not write these personals. Bad Boy recording artist Shyne wrote these personals. That’s gangsta. He said, “I
don’t know why fools think the Koala Staff writes these personals. That’s not gangsta. The UCSD student body
wrote these personals, as usual. That’s gangsta.” He also said that he’d shoot anyone who suggested that the Koala
Staff wrote these personals. That’s gangsta. Oh, and don’t sue us. Suing us is emphatically NOT gangsta.
HEY - all you GODDAMN
solicitor mother fucks on
library walk: the next time
one of you rat bastards
comes up to me with one
of your piece of shit credit
card scams I'll beat you
into oblivion with my
massive O-chem book!
Now leave me the fuck
alone and go get a real job.
stewart hall sucks
[Ed note - worst personal
ever.]
hey nina @ international
gardens,
i've been watch'n you. nice
shoe...wanna f$&@? no??
so howzabout dinner and a
movie sum time? girl i tear
you up (evrytiiing i tell
you), and your little cast
too, we can do it hospitalbed style. uh!
your stocker till the end,
hwnlvr
To that fucking bitch in my
biochem lab spring 2000:
fuck you you stupid
whore. No one likes you.
Not even the TA's who you
tried and failed to mack
on. You think you're all
that 'cuz you're daddy's
little girl and you have sex
with any guy that will go
out with you. Well, have
fun sleeping your way to
the bottom.
-a well wisher
To whoever makes the
decisions about the parking structures:
When did screwing the
undergrads become a UC
Regents-sponsored event?
And what shit-for-brains
decided to build a brand
new parking structure
(yeah, the one near the
VA/ERC) and paint all
those lower spots RED and
GREEN? There's only 2
levels of parking for the
people that really need it -WE the Chancellor-DynesPissed-On-Undergrads.
FUCK those planning
commission bitcheez.
Have your heads examined before you bust out
your red paint cans and
start with that new Marshal structure. Maximizing
the UC Regents' cost per
spot should not outweigh
the entire reason for
building those structures in
the first place. The students need MORE
FUCKING PARKING -- or
build more on campus
housing, you saddlewearing thumbwrestlers!
Hell yeah to the K for
helping a brother get some
poontang. Koala members,
I salute you!

To those annoying TRANSFER students in MMW4
(Professor Smith's class):
This goes out to those really
annoying fucking transfer
students who make MMW
seem like it's their fucking
major or something.
Damnnit! Stop raising your
hands and stop asking
questions...let's just get the
class over with and not
encourage the prof to talk
more. Geez, you guys care
damn too much for this
class. And why do you
guys even have to fucking
sit together? All in one
row; seems like you all
need to get a damn life with
all the effort that you are
putting into this class. Can
you guys say: Fucking
requirement!!!! By the way,
shut the fuck up in section
too. We don't care about
your damn comments and
what you think about the
topics that was in the
reading. Oh yeah, stop
being so fucking random
and thinking that you know
shit about the class and
correcting the prof. Give it
up!
From the people who don't
give a damn about MMW
and who have to take 6
fucked up quarters of this
damn class....
To that chick Sue,
Don't try to tell us that it
would be your first threesome. The reason we said
no is because you have had
too many threesomes, you,
Ben and Jerry. Maybe if you
dropped 10 pints of cookie
dough off each thigh, we
might reconsider. Sorry,
babe.
Dave & Dave
Hey Ethan,
You're such a Ghetto Bootie.
If you were from Africa,
you'd probably be from
Djighettobootie.
A fan
P.S. I know that sucked but,
hey, so do you!
to my lazy fuckin roommate,
get off your stoned ass
once and a while and start
doin shit around the fuckin
house. also do something
about your halitosis breath,
it smells worse than horses'
shit. wash your mouth out
with lysol or something,
cause i'd rather smell a
used condom filled with
puke.
-MLR
Billy
That chick had herpes.
Trust me.
Mike

To the hot tall beautiful
blonde girl (Bombs) who
lives in mathews C (the one
right next to the parking
lot), damn girl you are so
fine, one time I saw you
playing baseball out in the
middle of the culdesac, and
my heart filled with joy
everytime you jumped to
catch the ball. Baby you can
come and play baseball
with my balls any time you
want.
To The Koala,
I love you. I too am
australian and have
thought of myself as a
Koala on occasion too.
Ever since I left UCSB
(Don't ask me why the fuck
I did), you have been the
only thing keeping me
going. Is it really that
wrong to love an inanimate
object? I think not. So
Koala, keep it up, and just
now that i am thinking of
you.
- Crocodile Dundee
To the Koala,
Please disregard my
previous personal. I just
read the last issue and am
ashamed to have said I love
you. I am now all alone
here at UCSD. Time to get
drunk and remember the
good ol' days. Go Gauchos!
-Crocodile Dundee
Warning to all freshman
and sophomore bad ass
guys,
You all think you are tough
shit now. . don't need
anyone but yourself, gonna
conqure the world, you say
"I am a bad ass, and I'm
going to get some big balls
and show them off like i am
hot shit!" HA, jokes on you
buddy. . .it all ends when
you get sucked into a whirl
just one godessly female,
yes, all it takes is one. I just
visited my old highschool
ex at UCDavis. . .holy lord,
the power of that female
was too much for any man,
that sexy bitch. Your
options are two, give in
now, or give in later, but no
matter what, you are just
going to end up crawling
back begging for her(and
her damn hot body)
dragging your balls on the
floor, saying I should have
just given in earlier, at least
then i would have had
more sex in my prime!
-a guy who fell victim to a
hot young fox
To all students at UCSD--Jesus loves each and
everyone of you... He will
always love you and He
died to save us.... please ask
him into your heart.

to the hispanic chic with
the big tits in my HIUS 149
class,
Damn mami, you got it
going on. Stop pretending
like you can't see me
looking at you, and let me
suck on them big titties. I
wanna fuck you all night
long. So come on and ride
my shlong. the guy who
sits next to you
To that chick in my Religious Studies class, SHUTUP!! Nobody wants to hear
what your mommy and
daddy think about religion
and all your dumbshit
anwers about how you
disagree with the teacher
over the definitions of
words. Stop talking and let
the teacher lecture so we
can all get out of that class
early. -from the chick in the
back row
To Blondie, you are not the
shit, no matter how much
you think you are. Maybe
if you shut-up you'd get
more play. Quit trying to
impress the teacher with
your knowledge, because
obviously you don't know
what you're talking about if
you keep quoting the
wrong book. Go to office
hours if you want to debate
every single issue from
class and spare the rest of
us your stupid outbursts.
TO THE SHALLOW
ASSHOLE LOOKING FOR
HOT CHICKS AT UCSD...
MAYBE IF YOU GOT
YOUR DICK OUT OF
YOUR ROOMMATE'S ASS
AND GREW SOME BALLS
YOU MIGHT BE OUT
LONG ENOUGH TO FIND
ONE OF US!
--HOT CHICKS AT UCSD
To the hot guy in Cogs 107,
OH MY GOD, WHERE
HAVE YOU BEEN ALL MY
LIFE? Baby, your genetic
cues are fucking FINE AS
FUCK. I want you to probe
my spine with your thick
dendrite, gate my thalamus
with your basal ganglia,
then dump all your neurotransmitters into my
postsynaptic site. Then I'm
going to lick your long,
hard axon until I've myelinated the whole thing and
absorbed all your vesicles.
Bitches ain’t shit, especially
Chancellor Dynes. Ya
heard meh!
To the chicks of N13:
You are so hot. I love it
when you forget to close
the blinds.
Women can't drive. Period.

To the Hottie in my Bio
classDude, I was checking your
hot ass out all quarter long!
You and the rest of the male
students at UCSD need to
grow some balls. Next time
a fine-ass lady checks you
out twice a week for a
whole quarter, get her
number. Too bad too,
because I need some work
on the male physiology.
Blonde Bio Babe
To that hot chick I met at
recess at the Preuss School:
damn you're hot. I wanna
show you what college is
all about. Let's move to
Alabama and hump like
bunnies.
To that Crack Whore in phil
10 last quarter,
You've got to be the
dumbest bitch at UCSD,
except maybe for the chicks
who let you into their
serority. News flash: we all
knew that big clump of fur
on your head was fake.
How stupid do you have to
be to wear a clip-on ponytail some days but not
others??? It didn't even
match your haircolor. God,
you are so dumb.
Love always, those two
chicks who always talked
shit in the back.
PS: I bet Clinique could
really help you out with the
fat bags under your eyes.
To everyone who came to
Fuck Finals Kegger II last
qurter...
Damn, there were a lot of
you. Thanks for coming
and making that party
dope. To anyone who gave
us money for the second
keg that didn't show up,
come on by our apartment
cause we owe you a pabst.
Thanks, the dope chicks
who throw Fuck Finals
Keggers every quarter
Hey folks, this is a big
shout out from the guys
over here in New Zealand,
you magazine fuckin' rocks
man, pumps real hard, it's
some seriously wicked shit.
The only magazines we
have over here are porn,
and even then it's only
naked chicks covered in
jello:-(
Have fun, stay wicked! (PS
- The above message was a
compliment).
Way from New Zealand.

Yo Bitch!
Submit YOUR
personals at
www.thekoala.org
RIGHT NOW.

